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W e often make software and hard
ware purchasing decisions on the 
basis of promised or advertised 

performance characteristics. Alternatively, 
management often asks for commitments to 
particular performance characteristics in a de
liverable software product. The reason for this 
emphasis is clear: customers want to maximize 
their value for money. Companies often choose 
between two competing products if one offers 
more functionality or better performance. 

How do you evaluate the promises made 
by companies about software performance, 
and how do you provide realistic advice to 
management about the characteristics of your 
own software? In this article, we will look at 
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some quantitative methods to use when estab
lishing software performance characteristics 
running on the Solaris operating system. 

Speed 
There are three main performance characteris
tics: speed, capacity, and reliability. Execution 
speed is typically the characteristic that you 
think of when you hear the word performance. 
Figure A shows a typical speed performance 
chart, comparing unoptimized and optimized 
Java code. 

It's very important for some software pack
ages to minimize the execution time of any 
one component. For example, a program that 
attempts to predict movements in stock prices 

may have a physical limit to 
its usefulness imposed by the 
market. The fastest program 
in this case will probably have 
the greatest influence. 
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Figure A: We need this comparison of time to write data elements with 
unoptimized and optimized Java code. 

Capacity is another important 
characteristic that's often 
overlooked by benchmarks. 
As an analogy, let's say we de
signed two cars. Car A can 
travel at 110 mph, but only 
seats two passengers. Car B is 
limited to 55 mph, but can seat 
eight passengers. On an open 
road with no speed limits, Car 
A would clearly be optimal. 
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However, given a speed limit of 55 mph, Car A 
and Car B have equal performance, if only one 
or two passengers required transportation. But 
the slower Car B would actually be more 
useful if three or more passengers required 
transportation. 

In a real-time data processing scenario, an 
E450 may be constrained by the speed of data 
arriving through a peripheral device (for ex
ample, a 56K modem). In this case, a machine 
with a similar disk and memory capacity (for 
example, an Ultra 2) may be just as appropri
ate on a cost-benefit scale. 

Reliability 
The third key characteristic is reliability. In the 
many benchmarks published in computer 
magazines and trade journals, figures for the 
performance of particular applications on a 
certain configuration (for example, a PC run
ning a Web server might serve more hits per 
second than an old Spare 20 doing the same 
job) are common. However, what's rarely 
mentioned is some kind of reliability estimate, 
including, for example, mean hardware fail
ure rate figures for individual components. It 
may be that the older, slower hardware is 10 
times less likely to fail at a given moment than 
the modern hardware. 

Code optimization 
In this article, we will focus on speed optimiza
tion. You can optimize speed by selecting the 
appropriate programming language and I or 
runtime environment for your software, as well 
as at the compiler level. The latter can often pro
duce improvements in speed performance. 

Both C compilers and Java runtime environ
ments (using HotSpot technology) attempt to 
use optimization technology to improve speed. 
This is achieved by several methods: the over-

Listing A: ctest.c 

#include <Sldio.h> 

main() 
{ 

in I i ; 
FILE •OU!; 
if((oul=fopen("ctest.txl" , "w")) !=NULL) 
for (i=G; i<1GGG; i++) 
fprinlf(oul,"Data element %i\n",i); 
fclose(out ); 
) 

head in calling loops can be reduced by loop 
unrolling, for example, which creates a larger 
binary, but minimizes CPU-intensive iterations. 

The GNU C compiler (gee) has three global 
levels of optimization that are often used in 
preference to specifying individual options. 
Java's new Hotspot technology promises to 
speed up the execution time of some fairly 
poor performance characteristics of Java. 

One of the most useful Solaris commands 
for benchmarking is the time utility, which 
measures the elapsed time between the execu
tion of a program and its termination, as well 
as the User CPU time and System CPU time. 
This means that by issuing a command like 
unix% time ls, you can actually measure the 
time it takes for the system to process the com
mand and the time lag between execution and 
the printing of files in the current directory, in 
this example. This is the command we used to 
time the following examples. 

A case study 
Imagine that you've just been handed a require
ments document for a brand new database 
product. Input/ output will need to be very fast. 
The product will be developed and deployed on 
the Solaris platform, taking advantage of fast 
SCSI and RAID performance using StorEdge 
products. However, there's a cover letter from 
Marketing on the requirements document which 
hints that Java is very popular in the IT world, 
and that we should have a good reason for not 
using it on this product. 

Rather than resorting to marketing hype 
or press releases to answer this question, 
we can perform some simple benchmarks on 
the read/write performance of Java versus C 
on a Solaris system. Although Java will cer
tainly be slower than C without HotSpot, 
we'll be able to better justify our decision 
to Marketing if we can say, "I I 0 is 10 times 
faster with C." Of course, on projects where 
cross-platform compatibility is a consid
eration, using Java may outweigh any speed 
disadvantages. 

To begin evaluating performance, you need 
to write a simple test program that will com
pare the I I 0 performance of Java and C. To do 
so, you can simply open a file, write a series of 
sequentially numbered records to it, and then 
close the file. 

The programs ctest.c, shown in Listing A, 
and jtest.java, shown in Listing B, perform 
these operations. Two programs containing 



1,000 sequentially numbered entries generate 
ctest.txt and jtest.txt in their current form. Al
though this code is much simpler than the re
quirements of an actual database system, you 
can use these simple I I 0 operations as a 
much-simplified model of a complete system. 

We compared the speed of execution of the 
two programs when 1,000, 10,000, and 100,000 
entries were written to the disk. The ctest.c 
program wrote 1,000 entries in 0.02 seconds 
(elapsed), 10,000 entries in 0.05 seconds, and 
100,000 entries in 0.57 seconds. This data rep
resents a fairly linear increase in the time re
quired to complete the task as a function of the 
number of items to be written, suggesting that 
this program would adequately scale up to 
even larger data-writing requirements. 

However, the performance responses for 
Java were, as expected, much longer. Writing 
1,000 items took 2.53 seconds, 10,000 items took 
17.19 seconds, and 100,000 items required 
187.19 seconds. Again, there was a fairly linear 
increase in the time required to write items to 
disk as a function of the number of items. Sur
prisingly, there was not a significant lag, which 
could be attributed to the loading of the VM. 
The processing time for 100,000 items was a 
simple multiple of the time required for writing 
1,000 items. This suggests that the I I 0 perform
ance of Java would not necessarily improve 
with the writing of a large number of items, ef
fectively sharing the VM load time overhead. 

When revisiting the ctest.c program, we 
wondered how much of a performance im
provement we could gain by using the opti
mization facilities of the GNU C compiler. We 
found that this change resulted in no substan
tial time performance improvement for writ
ing lists of 1,000 or 10,000 items (with times of 
0.02 seconds and 0.05 seconds respectively). 
However, with a time of 0.40 seconds to write 
100,000 items, there was a substantial im
provement over the standard compiled binary. 
We can conclude that performance gains 
through optimization might not be apparent 
unless you choose an appropriate scale for 
comparison and testing purposes. 

We can realize a similar scale of performance 
benefit for Java applications by closely examin
ing the features provided by different classes. 
For example, taking advantage of the disk 
buffering features provided by the j ava. i o. 
Pr in !Wr i !er class realizes a significant benefit 
over unbuffered 1/0. In comparison to the slow 
write times given for 1,000, 10,000, and 100,000 
items for jtest.java, these fell to 0.44, 2.01, and 
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Listing B: jtest.java 

import java . io .• : 

public class jlest 
{ 

public static void main (String! J args) throws IOException 
( 

DataOutputStream out =new DataOutpu!Stream (new 
• Fi leOutpu!Stream( "j !es I . !xi")) ; 

for (int i=0 : i<1000; i++) 
out.writeChars("Data Element"+ i + "\n") ; 

out.close() ; 

24.88 seconds, respectively, when PrintWriter 
was used. Only a simple change to the jtest.java 
code is required. The line 

Prin!Writer out =new PrintWriter(new. 
• FileWriter("jtest.txt"); 

replaces the line 

DataOutputStream out = new 
• DataOutputStream(new 
• Fi leOutputStream( "j test. txt") ); 

Figure A compares the performance of the op
timized versus unoptimized Java code. 

Of course, a simple analysis of speed per
formance should include many samples meas
ured at randomly selected dates and times. This 
is particularly important on a multi-user, multi
process machine like the Ultra 2 platform, where 
we compiled and executed these programs. 
Mean execution times for a large number of 
samples are likely to be more meaningful to a 
marketing department than a single number. 

Conclusion 
Although we've focussed specifically on time 
performance and optimization methods in this 
article, it can be misleading to simply focus on 
speed at the expense of other considerations. 
For example, a Java servlet offers an object
based design architecture, data persistence, 
and guaranteed cross-platform capability com
pared to a server-side C application, which 
may execute many times as fast as the servlet. 
This doesn't mean that all C programs are 
good, or that all Java programs are bad, or vice 
versa. The message that we have to communi
cate to non-technical colleagues is perform
ance analysis based on actual observations for 
determining the suitability of software for a 
specific purpose . • 

For further infor
mation about the 
science and art 
of performance 
analysis, check 
out Richard 
Grace's book, 
The Benchmark 
Book, published 
by Prentice-Hall. 
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4 Inside Sotaris 

by Alan Orndorff 

S ome of the more common tasks per
formed by you, the system administra
tor, revolve around security. And there 

are many tools available that can help you 
with these tasks, including TCP Wrappers, 
Satan, and Tripwire. However, the Automat
ed Security Enhancement Tool (ASET), in
cluded with version 7 of Solaris, is designed 
to have the system do some of the more mun
dane system management tasks, including 
tightening up the file system and simply re
porting that user root has no password, so 
you don't have to. 

You can run ASET on one of three different 
security levels and it performs seven system 
checks. Since the routines ASET performs can 
be disk- or system-intensive, we recommend 
that you set up ASET to run when the system 
load is light. 

The fundamentals 
To begin using ASET, the first thing you need 
to do is to ensure that the ASET package is in
stalled on your system. To do so, type the fol
lowing command: 

pkginfo I grep SUNWast 

The system will return the following if the 
package is installed: 

system SUNWast 
Automated Security Enhancement Tools 

If the package is not installed, pkginfo will not 
return anything. 

Security levels 
You can set ASET to run at one of three different 
security levels: low, medium, or high. At the low 
security level, ASET ensures that the security 
modes of the files are set to those assigned as 
standard release levels. The utility makes sever
al checks and reports on potential security areas 
of concern. At this level, ASET makes no 
changes to your files or system services. 

At the medium security level, ASET modifies 
some of the system file permissions and pa
rameters to make the system more secure. 
ASET reports on security weaknesses and any 

withASET 
modifications that it made. At this level, the 
utility doesn't affect system services. 

At the high security level, ASET modifies 
many system files and parameters to mini
mum access permissions. Most applications 
should continue to run, but you should test to 
make sure this is the case. When run at the 
high security level, ASET also ensures that the 
system is set up properly to act as a firewall. 
However, when you set ASET to run at the 
high security level, your system becomes not 
only more secure, but also more restrictive in 
what users can do. System security takes 
precedence over system usability. 

Even though you can configure ASET to run 
at three security levels, it won't change the 
permissions of a file to make it less secure un
less you tell ASET to run at low security level. 
For example, if you have a file with the per
missions set to r--r--r-- at the medium level of 
security, ASET thinks that filename should 
have permissions of rw-rw-rw-. Therefore, it 
will change the permissions to rw-rw-rw-, 
which is less secure than r--r--r--. 

Directories 
You'll find ASET under the I usr I aset directo
ry structure. All configuration files for the util
ity are also under this directory. However, you 
can configure ASET to use files that reside else
where on the network. 

The seven tasks 
ASET performs seven tasks. We'll discuss each 
of the following tasks in detail: 

• System Files Permissions Verification 

• System Files Checks 

• User/Group Checks 

• System Configuration Files Check 

• Environment Check 

• eeprom Check 

• Firewall Setup 

System Files Permissions Verification 
This task sets the permissions on system files 
to the security level you designate. This check 



is also done when you first install the system 
to set the baseline for the system. At the low 
security setting, file permissions are set for 
an open information sharing system. At the 
medium security setting, permissions are tight
ened and should be adequate for most en
vironments. At the high security setting, 
permissions are severely restricted. Any modi
fications that are made by this task are record
ed in the file tune.rpt. 

System Files Checks 
This task examines system files and compares 
them to a master list. There's one master list 
for each level of security. You can modify the 
master list for each security level to your indi
vidual preference. The following items are 
checked for in each file in the master list for 
that security level: 

• Owner and group 

• Permission bits 

• Size and checksum 

• Number of links 

• Last modification time 

Any discrepancies are reported in the file 
cklist.rpt. 

User/Group Checks 
This task checks the consistency and integrity 
of user accounts and groups defined in either 
the local files, NIS, or NIS + files. NIS or NIS + 
password file problems are reported but are not 
corrected. This check looks for the following: 

• Duplicate name or IDs 

• Entries in incorrect format 

• Accounts without a password 

• Invalid login directories 

• The nobody account 

• Null group password 

• A plus sign ( +) in the I etc I passwd file on a 
NIS or NIS + server 

Any discrepancies are reported in the file 
usrgrp.rpt. 
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System Configuration Files Check 
This task checks the following files: 

• I etc/ default/login 

• I etc /hosts.equiv 

• /etc/inetd.conf 

• I etc I aliases 

• /var/adm/utmp 

• I var I adm I utmpx 

• I .rhosts 

• I etc I vfstab 

• I etc/ dfs/ dfstab 

• I etc I ftpusers 

ASET performs various checks and modifica
tions on these files and reports all problems in 
the file sysconf.rpt. 

Environment Check 
This task checks to see how the PATH and 
UMASK values are set for users of the system. 
It checks .profile, .login, and O.cshrc files. Any 
discrepancies are reported in the file env.rpt. 

eeprom Check 
This task checks the value of the eeprom secu
rity parameters to ensure that they are set to 
the appropriate security levels. ASET doesn't 
change these values, but reports its recommen
dations to the file eeprom.rpt. 

Firewall Setup 
This task ensures that the system can be safe
ly used as a firewall. The firewall task runs 
at all security levels, but only takes action 
when ASET is run at the high level of security. 
If you want to run ASET at the high level of 
security but don't want your system set up 
as securely as required by a firewall machine, 
you can eliminate this task. Any changes 
made by this task are recorded in the file 
firewall.rpt. 

Configuring ASET 
Each aspect of ASET can be customized using 
various configuration files. These configura
tion files control security levels and directory 
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coverage. They also determine each task that's 
executed. 

Master files 

doesn't check their subdirectories. You can edit 
these variable definitions to add or delete 
directories that you want ASET to check. 

The following files reside in I usr I aset I Environment file 
masters and help control how ASET runs: The file I user I aset I asetenv has two main 

sections: 

• tune.low 

• tune.medium 

• tune.high 

• uid_aliases 

The three tune files correspond to each of the 
ASET security levels and contain the permis
sions and other attributes of the system files 
used at each of the three different security lev
els. You can modify these files to your liking if 
you want to add, remove, or change the per
missions of the files . 

The uid_aliases file contains a list of multi
ple user accounts sharing the same ID. Nor
mally ASET would flag this as an area of 
concern. You can bypass this warning by plac
ing those accounts into this file . 

Checklist files 
The system files check task checks attributes of 
files in selected system directories. You define 
which directories to check by using these 
checklist path environment variables: 

• CKLISTPATH_LOW 

• CKLISTPATH_MED 

• CKLISTPATH_HIGH 

The CKLISTPATH_LOW variable defines the di
rectories to be checked at the low security 
level. The CKLISTPATH_MED and CKLISTPATH_HIGH 
environment variables function similarly for 
the medium and high security levels. 

The directory list defined by a variable at a 
lower security level should be a subset of the 
directory list defined at the next higher level. 
For example, you should include all directories 
specified for CKLISTPATH_LOW in CKLISTPATH_MED, 
and all the directories specified for CKLISTPATH_ 
MED in CKLISTPATH_HIGH. 

The checks ASET performs on these directo
ries aren't recursive; ASET only checks those 
directories explicitly listed in the variable. It 

• A user-configurable parameters section 

• An internal environment variables section 

As you probably guessed, the internal envi
ronment variables section should not be 
changed. However, you can do the following 
in the user-configurable parameters section: 

• Choose which tasks to run 

• Specify directories for the checklist task 

• Schedule ASET execution 

• Specify an aliases file 

• Extend checks to NIS or NIS + tables 

If you don't want to run the firewall task, you 
could edit this file and remove that task. You 
can set the directories for each of the checklist 
tasks here as well. 

To start ASET from the command line, you 
do so with a few switches. One of the switches 
is -p. The -p switch tells ASET to run at a speci
fied time. The time that you configure ASET to 
run is the same as the entries for the crontab 
command. 

If you do want to use the standard 
I usr I aset I masters I uid_aliases file, you can 
specify another file here. The value of 
YPCheck determines whether ASET checks 
NIS or NIS + tables or not. The value is a 
boolean, either true or false. Remember that 
ASET will repair normal local password files, 
but will only report on NIS or NIS + files. 

NFS 
You can configure ASET to work in an NFS envi
ronment. If you're working in a large environ
ment, you can set up several master file areas on 
an NFS file server and point a machine to use 
these files instead of the files installed on the 
local hard disk. This also lets you centrally man
age how ASET is configured to run by simply 
modifying the files on one or more NFS servers. 



You can direct all ASET reports from all of 
your clients or servers to write to an NFS 
mount point. This allows for a central collec
tion point for all log files. 

Environment variables 
You can set the environment variables in Table 
A for use with ASET. Please consult the appro
priate man page for the shell you're using if 
you need help setting variables. 

Format of the tune files 
Each tune file conforms to the following 
format: 

pathname mode owner group type 

Pathname can be a filename or a wildcard 
character. The mode of the file is a five-digit 
octal number that represents the mode of the 
file(s) . The owner is the owner of the file(s), 
not the owner ID. The group is the group of 
the file(s), not the group ID. The type can be 
symlink (for a symbolic link), or directory or 
file if not a symbolic link. 

For the fields owner, group, and type, you 
can use a question mark (?) instead of filling in 
a parameter. A question mark tells ASET to 
leave the setting as is. If you modify the entry 
in such a way that a file has two entries, the 
most restrictive setting takes precedence. If 

Table A: Environment variables 

you modify the entry in such a way that a file 
has two owners or groups, the later entry takes 
precedence. 

Format of uid_aliases file 
The uid_aliases file conforms to the following 
format: 

uid=alias1=alias2=alias3 

An example could be: 

0:root:admin=sysadmin 

Running ASET 
You can run ASET interactively or through a 
schedule. To run ASET interactively, simply 
issue the command 

/usr/aset/aset -l level -d pathname 

where 1 is the security level you wish to run. If 
omitted, the default of low is used. Pathname 
is the working directory for ASET. If pathname 
is omitted, the default of I usr I aset is used. 

To run ASET through a schedule, please see 
the PERIODIC_SCHEDULE information in Table A. 
To verify that ASET is correctly set up to run 
periodically, check your crontab entry: 

crontab -e root 

TASKS :ASET which tasks to run. The seven tasks are abbreviated, as shown in Table B 
-~ 8. To set the task's environment variable, enclose the tasks in quotes: 
l'AS!Ct • •tune usrgrp"; export TASKS 

UID_ALIASES 

YPCHECK 

CKLISTPATH_ I eve I 

www.zdjournals.com/sun 

Specifies which file to use for uid_aliases. For example, UID_ALIASES:/path/ui d_a Ii ases. 

If true, reports on problems with NIS or NIS + tables. If false, only checks the local files. 

Specifies the directories to be checked by each of the related ASET security levels. 
The path is similar to the shell $PATH in that each directory is separated by a colon. 
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To stop running ASET periodically, edit your 
crontab entry and remove the entry for ASET. 
After removing ASET from the crontab, run 
crontab -e root one more time to ensure that 
the entry has been removed. If you run ASET 
with the -n switch, after ASET completes 
it sends an email message to the user you 
designated. 

Execution log 
Whether you run ASET interactively or sched
uled, it generates an execution log to standard 
output. The execution log states the time that 
ASET started to run, any error messages, and 
the tasks that were started for this run of the 
utility. ASET tasks finish asynchronously. If 
you want to view the output of ASET, you 
need to wait until all tasks finish. 

Taskstat 
To see which tasks have finished and which are 
still running, use the I us r I as e II u t i l / ta sks tat 
command. If you aren't running ASET from 
the default working directory of I usr I aset, 
you'll need to add the working directory to the 
t askstat command. The execution log only 
notes that a task has started, and not that a task 
has finished. 

To verify that all the data has been collected, 
you'll need to use the taskstat utility. Another 
way to verify that a task has finished is to look at 
its associated results file. When a task has start
ed, its result file will have a banner stating that 
the task has started. Another banner, at the end 
of the report, states that the task has finished. 

Reports 
As with all things defined by management, it 
isn't over until it's been documented. All re-

Table B: Tasks that ASET runs 

Tasl< Description 

tune System Files Permissions Verification 

cklist System Files Checks 

usrgrp User I Group Checks 

sysconfig System Configuration Files Check 

env Environment Check 

eeprom I eeprom Check 

firewall rFirewall Setup 
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ports generated by ASET are stored in the 
I usr I aset I reports directory. If you go through 
the listing of the seven tasks of ASET, you'll find 
the name of the report associated with that task. 

The report utility has two nice features. The 
first is that all log files are stored under a direc
tory that's named after the date and time that 
ASET was run. This makes it easy to archive 
past runs and compare them to the current 
run. The other nice feature is that the latest di
rectory is a symbolic link to the directory that 
ASET last wrote a report file to. To see the last 
run of ASET, simply cd to /usr/aset/reports/ 
latest. A sample directory structure may look 
like the following: 

• 0202_1300 

• 0204_1500 

• latest 

This would indicate that ASET has been run 
twice on this system: once on February 2nd at 
1:00 P.M. and again on February 4th at 3:00 P.M. 
The latest directory would then be symbolical
ly linked to the February 4th entry. 

As we mentioned, you can set ASET to cen
trally store all report files. To do so, on the NFS 
server under I usr I a set I, create a reports 
directory: 

cd /usr/ aset 
mkd ir all_re po rts 
cd al l_r epor ts 

Under this directory, create one directory 
for each client that you want to centrally col
lect the reports for. If you have clients named 
Bugs and Daffy, you would create these two 
directories now: 

mkd i r bug s_rp t 
mkd i r daffy_rpt 

The directory listing ls would look as follows: 

/usr/a set/all_reports/bugs_rpt 
/usr/aset/all_reports/daffy_rpt 

Now, add these d irectories to your 
I etc/ dfs/ dfstab file. These exports should 
have the read I write option set: 

share -F nf s -o rw=bugs 
/usr/aset/all_report s/bugs_rpt 



share -F nfs -o rw=daffy 
/usr/aset/all_reports/d affy_rpt 

Then, issue the sharea l l command. On your 
client machines, mount these directories to 
/ usr I aset / masters / reports: 

mount nfsserver : /usr/aset/bugs_rpt 
/usr/aset/masters/reports 

mount nfsserver : /usr/aset/daffy_rpt 
/usr/aset/masters/reports 

If you want this to happen automatically, place 
the mount commands into the I etc I vfstab file 
on the client machines. The I etc I vfstab entry 
would look like the following: 

nfsserver:/usr/aset/all_reports/bugs . rpt 
"-usr/ase t /repo r ts nfs - yes hard 

nfsserver : /usr/ aset/all_reports/daffy.r pt 
"-usr/ aset/reports nfs - yes hard 

Restoring files 
Sometimes things go wrong and you need a 
quick way to undo a system modification. If 
you should happen to modify the tune.* files to 
the point that your system is rendered nearly 
unusable, you can run aset restore to undo the 
changes made by the last run of ASET. Run-

/etc/system 
by Edgar Danielyan 

W hat's / etc /system? Simply put, 
I etc / system is the kernel's config
uration file. It can modify Solaris in

stallation defaults and set options both in the 
kernel itself and in various drivers and mod
ules. As the majority of system functions 
performed by the kernel are configured auto
matically, it's unlikely that you'll need to edit 
I etc / system, but if you do, make sure you 
have a backup copy. It is read once at the sys
tem's startup time, so you'll need to reboot 
after making any changes to it. In this article, 
we'll explain the format of I etc / system and 
list basic variables. 
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ning aset resto re also deactivates any sched
uled runs of ASET that you have set up in 
crontab. After you have reconfigured your 
master files so your system is usable again, 
you'll need to setup your crontab entries again. 

Troubleshooting URL 
If you have any error messages that you're hav
ing trouble deciphering, point your browser to 

docs.sun.com:80/ab2/coll.47.8/SYSADV2/ 
@Ab2PageView/40492? 

This Web site contains a listing of ASET error 
messages and corrective actions. 

Conclusion 
ASET can be a useful tool to help you auto
mate the security of your system. ASET pro
vides an environment than you can custom 
tailor to fit your needs. The hardest task will 
be ensuring that the tune.* files are set up in 
such a way that leaves your systems secure 
and usable by the users. Check the log files fre
quently and pay heed to the information con
tained in them. The entries are there to help 
you keep your machines running. If ASET 
doesn't meet all your security needs, consider 
using it along with another product to ensure 
that your systems are safe and being used in 
the manner that you intend. • 

Syntax and format of /etc/system 
/ etc /system is a text file, with lines a max
imum of 80 characters long. Comments 
must begin with an asterisk (*) and must 
end with CR. By default, commands aren't 
case sensitive. Table A, on page 10, shows 
a brief description of available commands. 
Table B, also on page 10, shows the valid 
values for namespace. Following are some 
examples using these commands: 

set maxu sers=1000 
rootfs : hsls 
set yourdriver :workornot =no 
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Setting kernel parameters 
There are a few parameters you may want or 
need to modify. Table C displays UFS parame
ters, Table D shows STREAMS parameters, 
and Table E lists miscellaneous parameters. In 
addition to I etc/ system, you can set certain 
kernel parameters by hand at the boot prompt. 

Table A: /etc/system commands 

Command Description 

exclude: namespace/ 
aodulename 

forceload: namespace/ 
110dulena111e 

rootdev: devicename 

Excludes the named module (that 
is, don't load it). 

Forces the loading of the named 
module at the kernel initialization 
time. (By default, modules are 
loaded as and when they are 
required.) 

Sets the root device to devicename. 
(The default rootdev is set by the 
boot program.) 

rootfs: rootfilesystemtype 

llOddlr: aodule1, module2. 
llHultn 

l<llOdule>:]<symbol>=value 

Table B: Possible namespace values 

Parameter Description 

drv Device drivers 

exec Execution format modules 

fs File system modules 

sched System scheduler 

strmod Sl'REAMS modules 

sys 1 System calls modules 

misc 1 Other modules 

Table C: UFS parameters 

Parameter Description 

ufs_ni node 

ncsize 
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Maximum size of the inode table (the 
default is max_nprocs + 16 + 
maxusers + 64) 

Number of the directory name lookup 
cache (default is max_nprocs + 16 + 
maxusers + 64) 

Following are the options that can be given at 
boot time: 

• -a-Instructs the kernel to ask for each and 
every configuration directive. For example, 
to skip a damaged or incorrect I etc I system, 
enter / dev /null when the kernel asks for the 
configuration file. 

• -s-Boots to single-user mode. 

• -v-Verbose boot. That is, all kernel mes
sages are sent to the screen. 

• -r-Reconfigures the kernel. That is, probe 
all known hardware and create correspon
ding files in I dev and I devices for the found 
devices. The same effect may be reached by 
using touch I reconfigure. 

• -f-Applicable only to systems supporting 
AutoClient feature. Instructs the system to 
flush client's cache. 

This ends our tour of I etc/ system. For a 
more detailed and in-depth description, see 
"Tuning Kernel Parameters" in the Solaris 
System Administration Guide, Volume II. And 
don't forget to back up before you make any 
modifications! • 

Table D: STREAMS parameters 

strmsgsz 

strctl sz 

strthresh 

Maximum STREAMS mes
sage size (O indicates no 
limit) 

Table E: Miscellaneous parameters 

Parameter Description 

Npty 
pttys 

pt_cnt 

Number of SunOS 4.0 I 4.1 
configured (default is 48) 

Number of SunOS 5.7 pttys 
confi d (default is 48) 



Defining an Accep 
by Edgar Danielyan 

T rouble comes without warning. While 
there are steps you can take to mini
mize the possibility of such problems 

as spam, unauthorized access to systems, 
unauthorized modification of data, and other 
unpleasant happenings in the life of a system 
administrator, it is hardly possible to avoid 
them altogether. In this article, we will try to 
define the range of problems you may face 
and give some recommendations for defining 
an Acceptable Use Policy (AUP) document for 
your organization, which will help you deal 
with these problems when they arise. 

What's an AUP? 
An Acceptable Use Policy is a legal document 
that defines what your network users can and 
can't do. An ideal AUP is the one defined and 
formulated by you (the system or network ad
ministrator), your organization's CEO, and your 
legal counsel. Please also note that the AUP isn't 
a replacement for a service agreement or con
tract, but a very important safety measure that 
both you and your organization need to take. 

A good AUP document can save you thou
sands of dollars and much time, provided it's 
well written and correctly used. Consider 
mentioning in the service agreement that the 
current AUP forms an integral part of the said 
service agreement and thus is legally binding. 

An AUP must be a public document-that is, 
everyone must be able to get a copy of it at no 
charge. The best way to publish your AUP is to 
post it on your Web site and have it sent to your 
network users along with their network access 
information. Last, but not least, an AUP must be 
explicitly dated. In addition, you may want to 
use a version number to make your life easier, 
because an AUP is a living document and you 
probably will make changes to it in the future. 

Identifying the parties 
There are several parties to the AUP, each hav
ing their respective rights and duties defined 
by the law and your service agreement. With
out going into the depths of legal definitions, 
let's name them. The first is your organization, 
which owns and I or operates the system or 
network in question. Then there are network 
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users, both inside your organization (that is, 
employees, officers, and agents of your organi
zation) and outside users (clients and partners, 
for example). 

It must be noted that you can define rights 
and duties of these parties only with their con
sent-that is, you can't (and should not) im
pose your policy on entities not connected with 
your organization. This is especially important 
for networks and systems connected to the In
ternet and ISP networks, as their users may be 
hundreds of thousands of miles away in anoth
er country and under another jurisdiction. 

Defining the rights and duties 
A good Acceptable Use Policy must protect 
you, yet not be too restrictive. Depending on 
the nature of your organization and services 
provided by your system, as well as the de
sired level of security, you'll have to define 
your rights and duties as well as those of your 
users. Needless to say, the AUPs of an ISP, a re
search company, and a government agency 
may be so different that the only common 
thing would be the name of the document. 
However, in all these circumstances, you'll 
have to answer these general questions in 
order to define and formulate a good AUP: 

• What kinds of service is your organization 
providing, to whom, in what environment, 
and how? Do you provide only corporate 
email services, or complete networking solu
tions? Are your network's users only inside 
your organization, or are there entities out
side your organization who access your net
work? If so, what services are they allowed 
to utilize? When, and how much? Are your 
network users allowed to use the services 
provided for their personal communication 
needs? If yes, how much? If no, what are the 
penalties? 

• What is the procedure for dealing with vio
lations of the AUP? Do you want and need 
an internal arbitration procedure, or you will 
resort directly to legal recourse? (When 
answering these questions, you must seek 
the advice of your legal counsel!) 
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• Do you guarantee the quality and quantity 
of your services? To what extent? What if 
you fail to provide the guaranteed serv
ice? This may be quite an important con
sideration for, say, a hospital's or a bank's 
network. 

When formulating your AUP, don't forget to 
harmonize it with your service agreement and 

other binding promises, such as employment 
contracts, etc. Also keep in mind that some 
states don't allow exclusion of certain guaran
tees with regard to the services provided. 

To conclude, the more time and effort you 
spend on defining, formulating, and refining 
your Acceptable Use Policy, the less time and 
money you'll spend on solving the problems 
when they arise! • 

- ·· .... ~··--l tions on your 
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Solaris with lxrun 
by Clayton E. Crooks II 

H ave you ever wanted to run a Linux 
application or game on your Intel
based Solaris machine? It's now pos

sible using a relatively simple and free emula
tor. Lxrun is an open-source emulator that 
enables you to run Linux applications unmod
ified on an Intel platform running the Solaris 7 
operating system. In this article, will discuss 
the background of lxrun, how to set up your 
Solaris system to run lxrun, and how to down
load WordPerfect 8 for your use. 

Background 
The writer's of lxrun original motive was to 
run Netscape Navigator on SCO OpenServer. 
When Netscape ported Navigator to SCO plat
forms, development was halted. Later, work 
was resumed in an attempt to run Adobe Ac
robat Reader on OpenServer. The body of sys
tem call mappings in lxrun grew gradually as 
users modified it to work with more and more 
applications. By this process, lxrun evolved 
into a sound emulator. 

Solaris engineers have made improvements 
to lxrun and returned these modifications to 
the development effort maintained by Steven 
H. Ginzburg. These enhancements are part of 
the current release. 

Who does lxrun benefit? 
Lxrun benefits both users and software devel
opers. Users can expand their current Solaris 
and Java application portfolio with new Linux 
applications. This opens an entirely new li
brary of software. Developers see a tremen
dous advantage in gaining access to multiple 
platforms without the need to change even a 
single line of source code. Lxrun is a software 
layer that sits between Solaris and the Linux 
Intel binary executable and remaps system 
calls on the fly allowing them to run without 
modification on a Solaris machine. 

Sun demonstrated this at the 1999 Linux
World Conference and the Linux Expo. Linux 
applications were running unmodified via 
lxrun on the Solaris 7 operating environment. 
These demonstrated applications ranged from 
word processors and browsers to applications 
and games. The software included Gnome, 
WordPerfect 7, WordPerfect 8, Applix, Quake2, 
GIMP, Netscape Navigator, and Netscape 
Communicator. 

Setting up Solaris to run lxrun 
You need to perform several steps to set up a 
Solaris system to use lxrun. Make sure to read 
the instructions that you download (see "Web 



sites of interest" at the end of the article) with 
the emulator for any last-minute changes or 
revisions. 

First, set up a Linux distribution for the So
laris operating environment to access. You can 
do this any number of ways, such as from an
other disk through the Solaris ext2fs file sys
tem, from a copy, or directly via NFS from a 
Linux machine. By default, lxrun will look for 
this distribution in I usr /local/linux, but you 
can set the environment variable LI NUX_ROOT to 
wherever you put it. 

Second, untar the lxrun tar file and either 
build it from source (preferred) or grab the pre
built lxrun binary. The Makefile is set up to 
build for Solaris; whereas the final source from 
the official Web site will probably use 
configure. Place the binary wherever you like. 

Finally, The PATHMAP file tells lxrun how 
to remap file accesses when the Linux binary 
tries to open files. For example, if the Linux bi
nary tries to open I etc I passwd, it probably 
wants to see the Linux password instead of the 
Solaris I etc I passwd. Thus, lxrun translates 
a request to open I etc I passwd into a request 
to open $LINUX_ROOT I etc I passwd. The 
PATHMAP file controls what's remapped and 
how. We remap almost everything. By default, 
it looks for /usr /local/lxrun/PATHMAP, but 
you can set the environment variable LINUX_ 
PATHMAP to the actual lxrun location, such as 
/home I yourname I lxrun/PATHMAP. 

Now you should be able to run lxrun, such as: 

lxrun /usr/local/linux/usr/bin/netscape 

Or, if you want to be in a completely Linux 
world, start the following shell: 

lxrun 
/usr/local/linux/bin/csh 

One final note: To enable sound, you'll 
probably need sound drivers from 4Front 
Technologies (www.4front-tech.com ). They 
make Open Sound System drivers, which 
work on a variety of platforms, including the 
Solaris operating environment. 4Front Tech
nologies also provide the API that Quake2 
uses for sound. 

Downloading and installing 
WordPerfect 8 for Linux 
In our testing of this emulator, we down
loaded and installed WordPerfect 8 for Linux. 
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We'll discuss the steps we used as well as a 
few minor troubles we encountered. 

Downloading WordPerfect 8 
To begin the WordPerfect 8 download, log on 
to your system as root. Create the directory 
/home I tmp as a download target directory. 
Now, cd into /home/tmp. 

Now, point your Web browser to linux. 
corel.com/linux8/download.htm. Follow the 
links to download the evaluation binary 
(wp8_GUILGOO) into /home/tmp. If they 
aren't already installed on your system, install 
GNU File Compression Utilities (gzip) and 
GNU tar (gnu tar) in I usr I local I bin. 

Next, modify your PATH variable to ensure 
that gnu tar comes before the native system tar: 

export PATH="/usr/local/bin :SPATH" 

Unpack the archive by issuing the following 
commands: 

gunzip wp8_GUIL00 
tar xvf wp8_GUIL00 

Unpack the sub-archives by issuing the follow
ing shell commands: 

for i in b_• g_•; do 
tar xvf Si 
done 

Installing WordPerfect 8 
To install WordPerfect 8, create the appropriate 
links and installation directories: 

cd /usr/local 
ln -s /usr/lib/linux/usr/local/wp8 wp8 
mkdir /usr/lib/linux/usr/local/wp8 

Now, cd to /home/tmp and run the ./Runme 
installation script. Answer the prompts as 
follows: 

• Are files unzipped and extracted ? Y 

• linux.5 not certified - continue : Y 

After some time, graphical dialog boxes start 
appearing. Answer each as indicated, clicking 
OK when done: 

• Accept default Lang. 

• Accept default License. 
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• Install Directory: I usr I local I wp8. 

• Select Medium install. 

• Leave blank Pattern Matching entry. 

• Do not update magic file. 

• Install English-US language support 
(default). 

• Select printer (system-specific). 

Running and troubleshooting 
WordPerfect 8 
To run WordPerfect 8, use the command 
/usr/local/wp8/wpbin/xwp . We recommend 
that you test the application with simple 
documents before using in a full produc
tion capacity. Try to save and print several 
documents. Although the known problems 
that we encountered are few, it wasn't 
thoroughly tested in a daily use setting. 

Known problems 
First, on startup, you might see: 

Cannot create new process . You may have 
exceeded either user or system limits 
for number of active processes or the 
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I 
CQ (I Seek You), shown in Figure A, 
is a revolutionary, user-friendly Inter
net program that tells you who's on

line at all times, enabling you to contact 
people at your command. You'll no longer 
wonder if associates or friends are online. 
ICQ does the searching for you, alerting 
you in real time when they sign on. In ad
dition, with ICQ you can chat, send mes
sages, Web pages, and files, play games, or 
just hang out with others while surfing the 
net or using other applications. While you 
work on other applications, ICQ alerts you 

executable may not be found in its proper 
directory . 

This error is harmless. Simply click OK. 
Second, if you exit WordPerfect 8 from the 

Control screen, it doesn't shut down any other 
windows or return you to the command line 
prompt. You can find the process number for 
xwp and kill it, or use xkill on the remaining 
WordPerfect 8 windows. 

Conclusion 
While not 100 percent perfect, lxrun is a must
have for those of you who want to run Linux 
applications on your Solaris. It's free, easy to 
use and install, and it works quite well with a 
diverse set of Linux applications . • 

Web sites of interest 
Lxrun is freely available from the two fol
lowing Web sites: 

• www.sunfreeware.com 

• www.ugcs.caltech.edu/-steven/lxrun/ 

Also visit the Sun-hosted homepage for 
lxrun located at www.sun.com/software/ 
linux/lxrun/index.html. 

when friends and associates sign on, allowing 
you to work efficiently while having a whole 
range of Internet functions at your fingertips. 

Many functions are available with ICQ in
cluding chat, message, email, URL, and file 
transfer. ICQ also supports a variety of popular 
external Internet applications. With ICQ, 
launching an Internet telephone or video call is 
a breeze. With a click of a button, you and a 
friend (or friends) are instantly connected. 
These events may be executed among multiple 
users, so you can conduct a conference or just 
hang out online. 



ICQJava 
By far the most popular instant messenger on the planet with thousands of 
downloads each week, ICQ is also the most feature-packed. The combination 
of popularity (over 30 million downloads to date) and features make this a 
must-have for the Solaris community. Unfortunately, there isn't a native So
laris version available for this Windows- and Mac-dominated software. 
That's where ICQ Java comes in. It's a Java Application of ICQ which, like the 
full version of ICQ continually alerts you when your friends and associates 
sign on to the Internet, and enables you to send messages, chat requests, files, 
and URLs at will. 

Configuring and running ICQ Java 
The current version of ICQ Java, beta 0.98la, requires several steps to configure 
and run. First, you must download the ICQ Java package. Your first stop 
should be www.icq.com for links to download sites and current version infor
mation. After acquiring ICQ Java, read any help files that come with the pack
age. The versions are constantly changing, and this might save you some 

Figure A: This is how 
/CQ looks running on your 
Safaris desktop. 
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troubles. You should not install the software 
at this time, as there are a few items that need 
to be addressed first. 

The second step is to download and in
stall the Solaris JDK (Java Developer's Kit) if 
your system doesn't already have a compli
ant version. Version 1.1.3 or greater is re
quired, although we would recommend 
downloading and installing the most recent 
version (l.2.1_03 at the time of writing). You 
must perform this step because there isn't a 
JRE (Java Runtime Environment) included 
with the downloaded software. After down
loading and installing the JDK, which you 
can obtain from www.sun.com, you can now 
begin the ICQ installation. 

Installing ICQ 
The installation is fairly simple and should 
take only a few minutes. You can complete it 

by following the associated prompts. After 
the installation is complete, the next step is to 
register with ICQ. Before registering, you 
must first connect to the Internet. Registration 
is quick and simple. An onscreen registration 
form shown in Figure B, pops up, when you 
launch the program for the first time. 

After filling in the appropriate personal 
information, you'll receive an ICQ #. This 
number (along with a secret password) 
identifies you as a registered ICQ user. You 
can publish your ICQ number on your Web 
site or business card so that other ICQ users 
can easily identify you. 

Using ICQ Java 

;,!i ICQ Registrahon W1Zard (Version 99b Bela Y 3 19) jlli[ij 

After the initial registration, using the basic 
features of the software is quite simple. 
Launching ICQ Java and connecting to the In
ternet will automatically open the contact list 
of the last ICQ user to have used the comput
er. If you didn't select the Save Password 
check box during the registration process, 
you'll be prompted by a password entry Iver
ification window. Type in your password to 
log on. If you did check the Save Password 
check box upon registration, the last ICQ win
dow used will automatically appear. 

Essential Oelais"'""""~~~~=""'""""""==~i 
Enlering lhe folowing delais wil enable you lo be eaoily found by 
other u>ers. Details wil be published in ICQ and associated 
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Figure B: You register with /CO with this dialog box. 

You're now ready to use all of the fea
tures of the ICQ Java program. Many tutori
als exist on the use of the software. You 
should also read the help and tutorial files 
that you downloaded with the ICQ Java 
package. The ICQ home page, www. 
icq.com, has excellent message boards for 
posting questions regarding the installation 
or use of the software . • 
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